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A comprehensive study of insurrection in Bolivia, from the late eighteenth century to the present

day. In an age of military neoliberalism, social movements and center-Left coalition governments

have advanced across South America, sparking hope for radical change in a period otherwise

characterized by regressive imperial and anti-imperial politics. Nowhere do the limits and

possibilities of popular advance stand out as they do in Bolivia, the most heavily indigenous country

in the Americas.Focused on the history of indigenous and national-popular struggles for

self-government from the eighteenth through the twentieth centuries, Revolutionary Horizons also

traces the rise to power of Evo Morales's new administration, whose announced goals are to end

imperial domination and internal colonialism through nationalization of the country's oil and gas

reserves. In doing so, Hylton and Thompson provide an excavation of Andean revolution, whose

successive layers of historical sedimentation comprise the subsoil, loam, landscape, and vistas for

current political struggles in Bolivia. Revolutionary Horizons offers a unique and timely window onto

the challenges faced by the Morales government and by the South American continent alike.
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Hylton and Thomson have produced a very timely and effective book, which places the

contemporary revolutionary cycle in Bolivia (of 2000-2005) in the context of a much longer history of

revolutionary moments. --Sian Lazar, A ContracorrienteLocates the roots of the contemporary

revolutionary moment--one that has brought about the collapse of the once triumphant neoliberal



model--within an extended history of uprisings in the...territory that is now Bolivia. --Tian-Ann Shih,

EthnohistoryThe most important and enlightening of recent contributions to the study of indigenous

movements and the left in Bolivia. --Jeffrey R. Webber, Canadian Journal of Latin American and

Caribbean Studies

Forrest Hylton is the author of Evil Hour in Colombia and Vanishing Acts: A Tragedy.

I didn't like this book as much because I'm not a scientific thinker and I struggle with reading

historical accounts. However, this book is well-written and interesting--just for someone else, not the

likes of me.

An excellent work. It is an example of serious historical scholarship about the important changes in

Bolivia. Don't be put off by the alphabet soup of the different parties involved; there is a list of

acronyms at the end of the book. The history of valient indigenous resistance to oppression is a fact

of life in our hemisphere that most Northamericans are ignorant of (excepting of course Native

Americans). I witnessed much of this and was thrilled to see the progress in this country where my

wife and children were born. My time there led me to write the book that is linked to this review. I

dedicated it to Luis Espinal, a hero who fell in the struggle to bring about the changes that are

beginning to be seen in the country.Gringos, recommend it to your Latin Freends. Hispanos,

conozcan mi libro. Viva Evo!Â Â¡Escucha y Habla InglÃ©s!: Claves de GramÃ¡tica y PronunciaciÃ³n

del InglÃ©s para Hispanos (Spanish Edition)
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